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OVERVIEW OF 
THE COURSE

Monday 14 September – Welcome and Introduction to Science Communication for Impact

Joost Ravoo & Roy Meijer, and Paul Manners

Tuesday 15 September – Science communication, university strategies, obstacles and criteria

Maarten van der Sanden & Alex Verkade

Wednesday 16 September – Facilitating science communication to society and lessons learned  

from COVID-19

Cissi Askwall & Anna Maria Fleetwood & Stefanie Molthagen-Schnöring 

Thursday 17 September – Connecting Organisations for Societal Impact and Public & Policy 

Engagement

Ben Vivekanandan and Emily Jesper

Friday 18 September- Science Gallery Rotterdam: Science Communication and Societal Impact

Fred Balvert

Case study presentations
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#SciCom20



OVERVIEW OF 
TODAY’S 

PROGRAMME

Maarten van der Sanden

Collaboration Inside

• Science communication and university strategies

• The (potential) contribution of  science communication to societal 

impact of  research

• Universities and collaboration

Interaction: “challenges for university communicators”

Alex Verkade

Science Communication for Societal Impact: Obstacles and 

Criteria

• Public engagement: societal impacts of  science communication

• Criteria for estimating successful communication in service of  

impact

• System interventions to improve impact through science 

communication

Science Communication for Societal Impact
14-18 September 2020



Maarten van der Sanden
Associate professor in Science Communication at Delft 

University of  Technology
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Collaboration Inside 
impact through collaboration

Maarten van der Sanden, PhD.

Communication Design for Innovation

Dept. Science Education & Communication

TU Delft, The Netherlands
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Future of science communication as 

an impactful learning environment?
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Who am I?

• MSc, biology / science & society

• Free lance science journalist

• PIO / spokesman university board 

• PhD, social medicine / predictive DNA diag.

• Communication Design for Innovation 

• education

• design-based research

• community of practice
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Berndnout Smilde, Nimbus Dumont, 2014

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjf08XYv-XKAhWHhhoKHX5RDWwQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.port-magazine.com%2Fart-photography%2Fberndnaut-smilde-nimbus%2F&psig=AFQjCNFgTTe3Bd-1Wcf87WYvLtiBzj0nkw&ust=1454929091880230
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Emergent urgency to communicate: systems approach

(Van der Sanden, Evans & Priest, 2017)

11

organisation

technology

policy

marketing

society

context
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human measure
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fascinated by

understanding the world 

through transdisciplinary research & education
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Research 

decisions on interaction (HI)

and tools

complex dynamic networks &

transdisciplinary learning

detail and the whole
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Education
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Transdisciplinary communication & learning

transdisciplinary

co-design 

for education

transformative 

innovations

in education

transdisciplinary

co-design 

for society

transformative 

innovations

in society

transdisciplinary 

learning

Dept. Science

Education 

& Communication
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Future of science communication 

and its impact? Based on:

• human measure

• collaborative transdisciplinary learning
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Share with you

• Science communication is an 
emergent dynamic element for 
change in the network of science 
and society through which…

• we learn collaboratively…

• and which enables or hinders us 
to build bridges between people 
who built new futures.   

18
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Science Communication Ecosystem    

19

science & technology society

musea

dialogue

collaboration (inter&trans, public private)

(in)formal education

amongst scientists

innovation

policy & politics

industry & services
citizen science

(Kalmar & Stenfert, 2020; Van der Sanden & Flipse, 2015; Davies & Horst, 2016; Trench et al, 2018)

media
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• Science communication is an 
emergent dynamic element for 
change in the network of science 
and society through which…

• we learn collaboratively…

• and which enables or hinders us 
to build bridges between people.  

21

So…
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Variate heartbeat of interaction in convergence

22

upstream midstream downstream

idea innovationinnovation society
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That entails…

• Science communication is an 
emergent dynamic element for 
change in the network of science 
and society through which…

• we learn collaboratively…

• and which enables or hinders us 
to build bridges between people.  

23
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Social learning (Wenger, 2000)

24

“ […] whenever the two are in close tension and either starts pulling 
the other, learning takes place. Learning so defined is an interplay between 
social competence and personal experience. It is a dynamic, two-fold 
relationship between people and the social learning 
systems in which they participate. It combines personal transformation
with the evolution of social structures.”  

Seen from a collaboration point of view, science 
communication (social learning) up & midstream morphs a 
collaborative identity and ability that may enable or hinder 
downstream engagement processes and vice versa !

engagement, alignment and imagination
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Science Communication Ecosystem    

25

science & technology society

musea

dialogue

collaboration (inter&trans, public private)

(in)formal education

amongst scientists

innovation

policy & politics

industry & services
citizen science

media

upstream midstream downstream

Identity 1 Identity 2 Identity 3
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And leads to

• Science communication is an 
emergent dynamic element for 
change in the network of science 
and society through which…

• we learn collaboratively…

• and which enables or hinders us 
to build bridges between people.  

26
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Open innovation (Chesbrough, 2006)

27

closed & linear open iterative & adaptive

upstream midstream downstream

Identity 1 Identity 2 Identity 3
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CDI

It combines personal transformation with the evolution of social structures
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It combines personal transformation with the evolution of 

social structures at all levels 
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Take aways

• Science communication is an emergent dynamic 
element for change in the network of science and 
society through which…

• we learn collaboratively…

• and which enables or hinders us to build bridges 
between people…

• who interact within science and technology up-, 
mid- and downstream at the same time…

• to foster and further the complex immediate 
relations between science, technology & society on 
a human measure

30
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Thanks! Suggestions? Questions? 

Maarten van der Sanden, PhD.

Communication Design for Innovation

Dept. Science Education & Communication

TU Delft, The Netherlands



Break

We will be back at 10.05 (GMT+2)

Science Communication for Societal Impact
14-18 September 2020

#SciCom20
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Future of science communication?

• Could science communication become a trail blazer for 

scientific development through its collaborative power? 

• If yes, does that generate impact? For what or whom? 

• If yes, what does that take for science communication 

professionals? For university communicators more 

specific? For the education of your future colleagues? 



Break

We will be back at 11.10 (GMT+2)
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Alex Verkade
Director of  the Dutch Organisations of  Science Museums 

and Science Centers, VSC 
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SCIENCE COMMUNICATION

FOR SOCIETAL IMPACT

-
OBSTACLES AND CRITERIA

Alex Verkade – Sep 15, 2020 @alexverkade





WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE

EXAMPLES OF

SCIENCE COMMUNICATION?

Please answer in chat













SOME MORE EXAMPLES

MOOC

science center exhibit

smartphone app with historic 

walk

citizen science project

childrens lectures

discussion events with 

citizens

city science festival

school project in lower SES 

neighborhood

TV interview

university museum

podcast series

serious game



Science communication (sci com):

the use of suitable 

communication skills, means and 

activities to stimulate and 

reward public engagement with 

science.



(ME

De Praktijk / 200+ sci com projects

Rathenau Institute / sci com policy 

research

VSC / community mgmt, advocacy

Amsterdam, 1 child, death metal
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ME

De Praktijk / 200+ sci com projects

Rathenau Institute / sci com policy 
research

VSC / science centers & museums, 
community mgmt, advocacy

Amsterdam, 1 child, death metal)







WHY SCI COM?

Why should we* want to do 

science communication at all?

5 minute discussion in chat

* society, academia, individuals



WHY SCI COM? SOME ANSWERS

1. Tax money spending transparency

2. Democracy demands people co-decide

3. Understanding science gives people 
autonomy

4. Public adoption of innovations and new 
insights

5. It improves science itself

6. Generating support for science (funding)

7. Etc.



SAME BUT TRANSLATED INTO 

POSSIBLE POSITIVE IMPACTS

1. Increased knowledge about what is being 
done with tax money

2. More (support for) science based policies

3. Higher quality of life through more science 
based decisions in individuals

4. Faster innovation

5. Scientific research and applications more 
attuned to societal demands

6. More support for the scientific enterprise





SCI COM TODAY

- money and time wasted on bad 

projects

- skewed audience, lost groups

- little progress over the years







SCI COM TODAY

- money and time wasted on low 
impact projects

- skewed audience, lost groups

- little progress over the years

+ growing recognition of importance

+ motivated professionals and 
amateurs



HOW DO WE IMPROVE IMPACT?

Break out until...

Discussion guided by 4 questions

System analysis, theory of 

change

Suggestions for interventions



QUESTIONS

1.Who does / should do sci com?

2.What motivates them to do so?

3.How could we stimulate and support     

individuals to improve their impact?

4.How could we make the population

improve?



PART 1/4

BREAK



HOW DO WE IMPROVE IMPACT?

Analysis

Theory of change

Actions and interventions



MY ANALYSIS

Scientists are main determinant

Sci com is a hobby, not work

No career path for scientists

Little recognition and reward in 

academia

No incentive or time for improvement



MY THEORY OF CHANGE

more impact

good sci com

evaluation and knowledge sharing

funding with 

conditions

distinguish high from 
low quality

funding with 
conditions

allocate funds

diverse careers



MY INTERVENTIONS

Distinguish high from low quality

If high quality, recognize and 
reward as work

Continuously evaluate, innovate, 
share lessons

Stimulate ongoing conversation about 
impact

Connect stakeholders





QUALITY CRITERIA

Rathenau Institute 2016-2017

From literature and conversations

Technical vs. normative criteria, in 

rubrics

Initially made for judging project 

proposals

But the road is the destination





QUALITY CRITERIA GOLD RULES

1.Start with goal and target group

2.Engage target group ASAP

3.Involve experts early on

4.Reflect & evaluate early and 

brutally

5.Share your lessons



QUALITY CRITERIA 

CONVERSTAIONS
Sci com is growing in perceived 
importance systemwide

We need to clearly distinguish 
system from individual

Formal recognition is needed, but 
also informal culture change

There is a gap between impact people 
and sci com people in organisations



WHERE ARE WE NOW IN NL

New €1M / yr funding call for 

sci com through research council 

NWO

Criteria geared towards impact

First round deadline = Sept 22





“Just as the public must be educated 

on scientific topics, so must the 

scientific community be educated on 

public attitudes and opinions.”

Chris Mooney (2010) – Do Scientists Understand 

the Public?



ASK ME MORE

alex@vsc-netwerk.nl

@alexverkade

LinkedIn

06 4748 6252

www.vsc-netwerk.nl

@sciencemuseums

mailto:alex@vsc-netwerk.nl
http://www.vsc-netwerk.nl/






Break

We will be back at 12.10 (GMT+2)
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Thank you

Enjoy lunch!

#SciCom20
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